
  Itchy Ear Syndrome    

Selective Hearing: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Important Questions to ask: 

A. Why do we all have the tendency 

to                                                            ? 

B. Why do we all have the tendency to                                                         

And                                                                                                           ? 

 

Answer in two Parts: 

1. We take the reality of sin very lightly. 

2. We focus on the here and now instead of what is to come. 
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Paul is urging Timothy to preach the bible faithfully no matter 

what type of hardship or resistance he faces along the way. He 

warns him that some people will only want to listen to the 

things they like to hear, not to the truth of God’s word preached 

faithfully. We are all in danger of  being like those people: hav-

ing selective hearing, accepting the parts of the   bible which 

we like, and rejecting the parts which might  imply that we are 

doing the wrong thing. As human beings, and Christians, we 

have the tendency to reject God’s goodness, wisdom, love, and 

might by rejecting His ways and His        instructions (having 

selective hearing when it comes to His word, the bible). We are 

more prone to this tendency when we take the concept of sin 

lightly and focus on this world instead of the one to come. 



Fellowship group questions 
 

 Questions to use, select from or supplement  
 

 What does it mean to have ‘Selective Hearing’ when it comes 

to listening to God’s word? 

 Why do we have the tendency to have ‘Selective Hearing’? 

 What does the following concepts mean: 

 Living in Darkness 

 Living in Light 

 What are we actually doing when we reject God’s instructions, 

His ways? 

 How does the way we live our lives as Christians reflects our 

faith ‘Trust’ in God? 

 According to verse 1: What does Timothy need to keep in mind 

to keep the charge Paul is about to give him? 

 How can we focus on the future coming Kingdom in the here 

and now?  In Other Words, How can we make the here and now 

about the certain coming of the Kingdom? 

Conversation Starter: 

Can you explain the concept of ‘Sin’ in a simple way? 


